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In Good Company: Tiny Island Productions creates Singapore’s first 

Stereoscopic 3D Animated Series for the US and worlds’ TV Screens 

CEO, David Kwok explains how Tiny Island’s new shoe is breaking into new markets beyond 

just TV and is bringing a brand of 360 storytelling to new heights. 

 

SINGAPORE 14th October 2012 - “Dream Defenders Adventure”, Singapore’s first 3D Stereoscopic 

animated series has landed in North America. Created by Tiny Island Productions, a Singapore indie 

animation company, the show has become a top children show telecast on 3net, a US-based 3D TV 

channel which is a joint venture between Discovery, IMAX and SONY. 

But Tiny Island’s CEO David Kwok says that the show is not just for TV, it’s going fully 360 beyond TV 

to games and other new digital platforms. The spin-off for the show is already available on Nintendo 

3D US website for download. 

Based out of Red hill Road, this independent 3D animation company, which has grown from 10 to 120 

staff in just over six years, has already put Singapore on the world map for digital animation. It is easily 

one of the leading local animation companies here. Earlier last year, Tiny Island worked on Cartoon 

Network channel’s animated telefeature “Ben 10: Destroy All Aliens”, and started creating their own 

stereoscopic 3D animated TV series, “Dream Defenders Adventure”, which CEO David Kwok says is 

kind of like “Inception for kids”. 

 

http://www.dreamdefenders.net/
http://www.3net.com/
http://www.nintendo.com/3ds/nintendo-video/detail/Y-SQ7nN6d5plW3L36bQLoD0B7-90y1dw
http://www.nintendo.com/3ds/nintendo-video/detail/Y-SQ7nN6d5plW3L36bQLoD0B7-90y1dw


“Inception for Kids” and more 

The series revolves around how a pair of twins, Zane and Zoey, who find a super computer by chance 

when they move into a new home, and enters the dreams of many people to fight Momoks, nightmare 

monsters. The twins prevent them from having nightmares by destroying the Momoks created by evil 

Queen, Icela, in these dream worlds. 

“It’s not just a TV show, not just “Inception” for kids. It’s also family entertainment with strong family 

values. It’s also about two kids who fight like all siblings do but when it comes to a crisis, they realise 

how important family is to them and how their busy parents really do care and worry about them 

which they find out when they enter into their parents’ dream worlds,” elaborates David.  

Game change: Dream Defenders showing the way 

Made to a tune of US$5.2million and partly funded by MDA, David says he has bigger plans for the 3D 

stereoscopic animated “Dream Defenders Adventure”. He firmly believes that going 360 is the only 

way for the local animation industry to grow, and that involves building their own brands. 

He explains: “We are venturing into new markets. With a highly competitive TV market here, you can 

no longer just do a show, thinking you are going to try to sell it to a TV station. 

The game plan has changed. You really need to have a ‘360’ approach… Like when we do ‘Dream 

Defenders’, besides the TV show, we look into many new digital platforms. From 3D phones to 3D 

tablets to 3D goggles where it makes you feel like you are alone in a virtual 3D cinema. The last three 

episodes are made into a 3D feature-length film known as “Dream Defenders: the Origins” and we are 

adding in more cool stuff to tap into the DCP (Digital Cinema Projection) market as well.” 

Recognising how fast and media-savvy consumers are these days, David Kwok says his company is 

creating ‘future proof’ content. Constantly innovating is the company strategy. David elaborates: 

“That means our content is designed in such a way we can use on traditional, 4 by 3, 16by9, HD, 

stereoscopic and even future auto-stereoscopic 3D platform where 3D glasses are not needed. All 

along our strength is 3D production so now I’m partnering with a lot more people.” 

“For “Dream Defenders”, you can download from Nintendo website to watch on Nintendo 3D player 

(without 3D glasses). And because I’m also talking to R&D manufacturers who do 3D tablets. So we 

are planning to do a 3D e-book - when you touch the screen, the characters will fly out of the screen 

when readers view the book without 3D glasses. We also have a deal with Touch Music Publishing Pte 

Ltd, and wrote a song that has a music video adding another dimension to the characters. Plus the HD 

content can be exported to digital cinema projection. All these things will again cross-promote the 

series so we are covering a lot of new media and do a lot of branding so we can roll out the 

merchandise later.” 

Heading West, with a vision for pan-Asian collaborative 

content 

Having just come back from Los Angeles a month ago, David thinks that now is the time for Singapore 

companies to work even more collaboratively as the West is now looking to Asia. “I think there’s 

growing interest in Asia from North America and Europe. Partly because of current economic 

downturn in the West, they are looking for collaborations – in terms of more partners, outsourcing, 

co-investment, and in other ways.” 



 

Being in the animation sector for over 14 years now, David Kwok believes the creative sector has 

changed and evolved: “There’s a lot more opportunities because Asian capabilities in terms of 

production have gone up, financial support here is getting stronger and the Internet has made the 

world a seamless place to be.” 

Indeed, David hopes that this global trend will open up new markets for made-by-Singapore content 

and has his own dreams as well as to how it could look. 

“One vision I have is that one day the studios in Asia can form an alliance, then together we can 

combine funding from various Asian countries, from investors and funding agencies, and perhaps do 

a joint pitch for projects…It’s no longer about competition against companies in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, 

Hong Kong, Thailand, but it’s about collective and collaborative efforts with studios in Asia. In the 

West, they have great ideas, and content which Asia can collaborate with, so that’s all exciting. 

Perhaps we can combine and create content with creativity from the whole Asia region. I think we can 

find great synergy amongst us.” 

Latest: Music collaboration on Dream Defenders Adventure 

Check out their newly launched Music Video which is a song collaboration between Tiny Island 

Productions and Touch Music Publishing Pte Ltd, a leading independent music publisher in Asia that 

promotes local songwriters. 

Ushering in “new chapter between our music and animation industry”, this song is “a special 

dedication towards all who has worked so hard towards a common dream, which is to put Singapore 

on the world map,” adds David. 

Hope you like the music video and share the song with your friends.  

Source: 

 

Watch Dream Defenders music video on Youtube click here 

Watch Dream Defenders trailer on Youtube click here 

Join Dream Defenders Facebook Page for more information click here 

Dream Defenders website click here 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVHOlLs1AZ4&noredirect=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVHOlLs1AZ4&noredirect=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVHOlLs1AZ4&noredirect=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/MDAsingapore
https://www.facebook.com/DreamDefendersAdventure
http://www.dreamdefenders.net/

